
Dear Jia, CA75~1448 ~ Interrogatories 6/30/76 
iém sorry other work has prevented my getting back to these excerpts earlier, 

Lil typed them put of the warked copy of the transerlpt. I marked it as I 
read it. dhe is still getting used to her noew machine, like yours. As you imow the 
underlingings ars not in the transcript. She picked up some of mine. 

it is clear to me that the judge wants to know if the transcripts were ever 
legally classified as of the time of my request, not as of now. I think we have a 
patrial record on this, enough on another kind of case. I therefore think that a complete 
set of questcons seeking definitive answers on this narrow issue should be in all sets of 
interrogateries. 

With this CIA this should address the concern fpr law and regulation and of 
competence by those who later made what amounts to an original classification of what 
had not been legally classified earlier. The questions on this and on ex poste facto 
classification should be pointed and specific. Aalcing for direct citation of authority 
in all cases. 

Ryan makes miatakes. I'm not inclined to conaider them normal accidents in 
extemporaneous speaking. He says 11652 when i.t was not encacted. He does not say 
10501 under which he knows there was no authority. 

His use of the double negative in the quote that follows alao makes it a false 
statement, giving the impression that their “rview" indicates the Commission was not 
denied the authority. That is not the questoon. Did it even have the authority is. 

He references to "back door" approaches end not Zoreelosing them while discouraging 
them in favor of directness makes me have a few thoughts about the organization of the 
interrogatories. 

First is there or was there any right under 11501. 

Next is there an after-the~«fact right in 11652. 
Does this right nullify the legal aituation at the time of my request and 

its rejection. 
What is the name of the orlginal classified aad what was his authority? How is 

this recorded, established. 
Un uhat basis was or could this vequest be rejected under what authorliy and 

whose interpretation of that authority. 

After we ask questions that establish no authority for the original classification 
and none for the subsequent reclassification, before profeeding I thoink it might be help- 
ful to ask what differences there are in the executive orders that make this stuff all 
“op Secret uder 10501 and of minimal classification under 11652. On the way we never 
forget it ask if all details ell al) providions were couplied with, as they were not. 

Then I think we go into content and what there is in the content that justifies 
classification. I m assuming we finished with the Commission's wrongful one. So we go 
after all post-cofmission people on this. Only in part do I have in mind showing that 
the original classification had no stending and that on that basis alone I'm entitled to them. 
The rest is addressed at giving the judge a notion of ulterior purpose, as in all cases is, 
iL am confident, true. How does the subject matter of the content qualify? What kind of 
information is there that can qualify? Is it entirely unkown? Is the afifidant expert 
enough to attest that it is secret from, say the supposed enemy intelligence? Or is it 
secret from the American people only. (This does address Nogenke but have it apply to all 
ang if there is question,Nesenko is 100% our way.) 

After exhausting al11 other possibilities we address Nosenko. Did he examine and 
offer an expert opinion on the WC's Oswald files? Did he examine any records that are not 

available? Did he impart any personal imowledge not knew to the USSR or any that should 
be denisd the American people? Did he say what was not wanted and is not in the Warren Report? 
I think eqrly on we shovld ask if the affiant read the eport, the 26 end Imows what is and



not 4n them? Is there any mention of Nesenko in the Report? 267 Aveilable files? How 

does he know? Is it Pirsft hand knowledge? Dic he read the prublished, the unpublished? 

tf the claim is yes ask for details, on either or both. Heading all 26 is unlikely, all 

files impossible. But without this there cap be no sworm assurence that can have maxx 

any meaninge I don't think this judge ia going to welcome hearsay and I believe the 

seriousness of the classification by content is quite relevant. 

fag he read the material ef other agencies on Nosenko (don't specify FBI) As him 

to specify which and the classification, if anye Has he read any that bore no olassification? 

Has he vead all?Can he fron first-hand knowledge assure the courts that what is now classi~ 

fied is not classified in the records of any other agency and is not freely available by 

other means? or sources? igre I'm not talking about the transcripts’ formulations but 

about the fact, the contente 

’ T¥¢ he then insists on propriety of classification ask the nature of the information 

he knows is not in other available files and how it is properly subject to classification 

as ublnom, agains say to KGB? They knew all Nosenko did and more. 

After we exhaust this we ghould go to speolfie withholdings and maskings by him/ 

Cla/his agency. Here the CiisReckefeller stuff is great and we can show they conned the 

Schweiker comsttee with ity on D in particular and it was & fabrication to begin withe 

The Fal never claseified ite D file. The name of the station chier, aasked, is public 

bacause he resigned to become defender of the CLA, as yecently public as the issuance of 

the Schweiker reporte Beginning with Watergate. “ong yafore there was & Rockefeller 

Gonmission and hidden from the Senate as well as we. What ia the authority, right, need? 

What was the original right to classify anything about D as of the tizo of the Rock. Con? 

Having established that D wag @ fake, did the agency, while continuing to classify and 

withhold, try to tell others that he ghould be heeded? Even mowing his intention was 

to proveke the Urd.te: States into war, a0 actack on another coumbry? Did the Agency 

in fact try to influence tho Rocke Vou. to credit what it knew Was © deliberate fabrication? 

Has this anything to do with mazkings classifying anc withholding? 

It is not the fact that wishout this withhealding and vasking there “as sho pos= 

aibllity of esbarragsment to the Agency? 

Ie this true of any of the content of the transeripta in queation? 

Would it embarrase the agency if it wero known that the Russian suspected that 

Oswald was en “American sleeper agent?" Gould they have had the PBL in mind? 

Of those records in the WO's files withheld all these years by the Agency and 

now available, what reason gas there for the original withholding other than anparrass- 

ment that is not true now and was nos true at the time of withholding? 

Does he know of any withnolding that held no classifiaible content? Dees he know 

that din one document what was witshbold is onby the fact thet Telus asxed the Comission 

éo do nothing about Nosneko's statenonte? (True- Ithave both versions) Under what 

provision of what Rew, regulation of order is this classifiable? After persuanding the 

WC to do nothing, did the Agency latter provide more information? Did it have to be 

classifiable? (Can we ask for the attaching of samples on each point? If 16 as within 

reason I think we should aud then offer Robinson. some of what they are withholding fron 

HIM. I mean the emphasis on withholding forom & courte 

Did the Agency classify and/or Withold what 1t seid of Russian law applicable to 

Ogwald's departure from Russia? (Yes and get the basis for elassification/withholdings
 

the real reason being there Was Ho prohibition and there was precedent. ) 

pid it withheld its yeport on the comercial transportation available to Oswald in 

going frpa ~ondon to Heleinikt (yeah, pass the anno.) What is classifiable about consul ta- 

tion of published schedules of comercial carriers? 

Bsa it intercept Oswald's mail? Withholé it from the WC? StiLL? How is this 

classifiable? If withheld from the WC, on what basis dn Laily TeGey ete 

Vn all of this, of courses we ave addressing the legality of alt bheir seerecy 

procecduress whieh Z think is relevant. If you want more exauple, aske I went to include 

only what “obinson will find adequate to make the point that they classify without right 

or nead. We'll need an unmarked copy of the Schweiker report, on DAnd others if we sue 

others. ANLASH 1s another good current example. lane known, published, not in Sehe report.



You Imow that in addition to all the other uses by other papers there were two 
more than full-pake stories in the ExPost Outlook section, with “ubelo's name, If they 
want to say the Schweiker withheld and they did not ask it, let them, but give them a 
chance to say that they did ask ite withholding and did not rescind efter publications 

If you want ask them is the real name of A in the Schweiker report 1s withheld at 
their request and if they gave the Senate the real name. After whatever questions on this 
you want ask if the veal name of A is Rudolf Richard Davis, what connection he had with 
them or any Watergate figures. Wasuhe a provocateur who directed officials into inflicting 
dangerous pubishment on Americans exercising their Constitutional. rights? lke having 
wounted police direct their horses on people not in accord with CIa policy Cup, for 
Cualfieda) Lf the answor is no on Davis ~ oh, yeah, did they direct him to break up his 
training caup? Did they tell the Schweiker committee its location? Was this location 
secret? (ilope. I have 1968 pictures taken by the St. Tammany Parish sheriff for me.) 
epg if not Davist was it eny one of his followers whose n3nes have never been with 
eld by other agencies? ema If you draw negetives, and you should not, ask then sam 

aimenk if this refers to another camp, were there arrests and are those nanes public 
because of that arrest? (I have them.) But I'm sure it is Davis. 

“n the minitions, did the Agency inform the WC, Rock. Com or Senate that it knew 
the ownership of this property? Wasnit owned by the brother of Mike KeLaney and his wife? 
Was Nelaney the operator os the casino at bl “acdonal? Was this the second largest 
vaoetlastao gangland-owned Jor Mafia) fanbling establishment in pre~Castro Cuba? Did it 
inform anyone about the connection of “rank stomgk Sturgis/Fiorini with Cuben Gambling 
operations? Was it aware that he wasxeepartedztoxtkex¥iixtochewaxkeersx part of the Foi's 
JFK assassination inv..stigation? Did it report any of this to the FBI? Row much? Was 4+ 
Clagsifled? Under what senction? 

I don’t know how auch of this you want to go into but I found no CLA dnfo an ay 
search of the WC files ou Davis and the camps. Thig means they withheld it. I'm still 
addressing their compliance or non-compliance with regiiation end law on this subject, 
not entirely buy partly as motive. Besides, I think ths questiona will be informative 
te Robinson. None of this is sseret and I've know it all since before I published it 
in 1967. I do think their interpretation of the HO's ig relevante We ave limited by their 
improper secrecy and have to use the means we can. 

if I think of more I'l add it after supper, 
When the ap»roach takes form in your mind I'l} again go over theanswers to the 

earlier interrogatories. Une pant about thom, now that they have been answered, is that 
the answers estabiish there was neither reason nor basis for noneresponse other than 
that response gave us basis for proving wrong on the government's part. 

I atill think they oan ont just giving it to me. Tough, searching interrogatories 
may help them to this decision and save us much time.


